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I. BACKGROUND

Energetics is a powerful framework for explaining loco-
motion in animals [1]. However, the practicalities of real-
world locomotion force us to reconcile energy minimization
with other conflicting pressures (e.g. injury or predation). We
seek a unifying mathematical framework that can include all
pressures by encoding them as probabilistic sources of risk. We
hypothesize that behaviors of real-life locomotors can emerge
from a mathematical agent that can both learn and optimally
mitigate risks in its environment.

II. METHODS

Our proposed method creates a trajectory optimization prob-
lem that encodes failure probabilities, that are state and input
dependent, as constraints [2]. We transcribe the optimization
problem into a nonlinear program using direct collocation.
This formulation can be solved quickly with existing large
scale NLP solvers (i.e. IPOPT). The result of this optimization
is a motion plan that either constrains or minimizes risk of
failure (e.g. motors overheating, critical contact points slipping
away, or running out of battery).

Further, we create a learning framework that correlates
experienced failures to candidate system variables; effectively
learning sources of risk. Specifically, we regress a convex
linear piecewise function to approximate these probabilities.
By looping our planning and learning models we have created
an agent that learns and acts in its environment on-the-fly (i.e.
a single loop taking 2.77 seconds); a framework analogous to
model predictive control.

III. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

We created two double-integrator toy problems. The first of
which simulates an agent learning to traverse a danger zone to
complete a task with an efficiency objective, and the second
simulates an agent learning to track a moving energy source by
minimizing its chance of failure (i.e. running out of energy).

In the first toy problem, we found individualistic behaviors
emerging (i.e. risk-averse, risk-neutral, and risk-loving) as a
result of its history of experienced failures. In the second
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Fig. 1. Toy scenarios for risk-constrained and risk-minimizing locomotion.

toy problem, we found with certain parameters the agent
successfully learns to track the energy source despite not being
told it needs to. This gives us early evidence that energy
economical behaviors and individualistic habits emerge from
this risk learning and planning framework. We noticed these
behaviors are parameter specific; if locomotion cost is made
too expensive, instead of actively seeking the energy source,
the agent minimizes its energy expenditure by not moving
(exhibiting a “hibernation”-like strategy).

IV. CONCLUSION

Preliminary results of our rapid iterative risk learning and
planning framework appear to show emergent energy mini-
mization and individualistic behaviors. Our aim is to apply
this method to analyze biological locomoting species in their
ecosystems, and enable robots to learn how to perform novel
tasks on-the-fly.
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